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Microfiber Hook and Loop
Cable Ties for Wire

Management 6" (Assorted
Colors) - 60 Pieces

$9.95
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Short Description

Handy pack of 5 Assorted colors of hook and loops used for any type of wire management. Very useful in
cable bundling for computer builds and made of high quality materials. Kit includes 60 pieces reusable
fastening cable ties that are 6-Inch long. These are adjustable cord ties made microfiber hook loop cords and
used as wire organizer wraps. Made in assorted colors of black, red, blue, red, and yellow.

Description

Handy pack of 5 Assorted colors of hook and loops used for any type of wire management. Very useful in
cable bundling for computer builds and made of high quality materials. Kit includes 60 pieces reusable
fastening cable ties that are 6-Inch long. These are adjustable cord ties made microfiber hook loop cords and
used as wire organizer wraps. Made in assorted colors of black, red, blue, red, and yellow.

【Reusable and Durable】Cable ties made from high quality microfiber cloth with hook & loop, They
are elastic, durable and reusable.
【NO Peeling off】Unlike many cheap cable straps on the market, the hook easily peel apart from the
fabric under stress, Hmrope adopt the advanced technology totally free of this problem.
【Simple to Use】 It is much better organizing cables than plastic cable ties and you don’t need to trim
it. The cable wrap opens and closes easily and quickly.
【Details】 Each pack has 60PCS inside, Black:20pcs /10pcs of each Blue Yellow Green Red, Size: 6 inch
X 0.47 inch (150 x 12 mm).
【100% Guarantee】All our products come with a Lifetime warranty. 
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Features
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Additional Information

SKU HM002

Weight 0.3000

Wire Management Type Velcro Straps

Material Velcro

Size 12mm

Length 6"


